
STEPS FARB HAS TAKEN TO ESTABLISH GARAGE PAINTING 

GUIDELINES 

 When asked for some Painting Guidelines, it was established that the word “coordinate” 

was too ambiguous and needed more definition. 

 We decided we needed a list of the paint colors that will be allowed, so we do not end 

up with black, orange, turquoise or some other glaring color. 

 We obtained all the siding samples and all the stucco samples of the colors that were 

used during the construction of The Fountains at Raintree. 

 We decided that all the colors used would be the extent of the colors allowed with some 

gradation allowing for fading. 

 Then we were faced with how to duplicate the colors and be able to publish them to the 

residents.  Glen Jones does not have an exterior paint color list to refer to, so we needed 

to make a list of our own. 

 The use of a paint store computer to scan the color sample piece is the most accurate 

method of establishing the duplicating color formula, but the formula is not cross 

referenced to any paint number that could be included on our list. 

 So next we contacted the manufactures of the siding and the stucco as well as a garage 

door company, to obtain a color number or formula reference for their products.  The 

garage door company did give us a cross reference to Sherwin-Williams paint formulas, 

but we still had nothing that we could publish. 

 Then we obtained a Sherwin-Williams color fan which has all their current colors.  From 

here we decided on the best color matches we could get by eye.  There have been 

several people involved and in multiple types of light to determine which color best 

represents the siding, stucco and replacement garage door sample colors.   

 We put together a three-page color pamphlet for the convenience of the residents to be 

used as reference only to arrive at the colors they want to use for their design.  Only 

solid colors listed in this pamphlet will be allowed. 

 We are writing this so each resident will be aware of how we arrived at the reference 

color pamphlet and, that for accuracy, they must have a sample piece scanned because 

the color pamphlet is just our best guess. 

 We have set up an account with Sherwin-Williams so we can keep track of the different 

formulas once the pieces have been scanned.  Keeping this FARB formula file up to date, 

with the sample piece formulas, will give us all access to the previous file formulas and 

maintain continuity within the community.  A procedure is included in our Guidelines 

for purchasing the paint which gives the account name and number to be used. 

 


